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Why (explicit) Reasoning in 
Image Annotation

Machine learning provides now generic methodologies for supporting 
more than 100 concepts 

captures conveniently complex associations between perceptual features and 
semantics
successful application examples, yet versatile general performance

Semantics goes beyond perceptual manifestations
possibly contradictory (Mountain, Sand and Indoor)
possibly overlapping / complementary (Beach and Sea)
of restricted abstraction w.r.t. semantic expressiveness (face inside sea vs
Swimmer)

Learning-based extracted annotations need to be semantically
interpreted into a consistent description



Snoek et al., “Adding Semantics to Detectors for Video Retrieval”, 
IEEE Multimedia, 2007
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Semantics goes beyond perceptual manifestations



Semantics goes beyond perceptual manifestations

• Conifers detector semantics pertain
to mountainous scenes

• Sand detector semantics pertains 
to beach scenes • Sea and Sand detectors entail 

Beach scene
• Beach scenes entails both Natural 

and Outdoor scenes



Why Fuzzy Description Logics

Semantic Web 
multimedia aware SW
interoperablity
reuse

Imperfect information
fuzzy (e.g. green region)
probabilistic (~ co-occurrence patterns)



Our Approach 

Goal: enhance the robustness and completeness of 
learning-based extracted annotations

How: semantics utilisation
to interpret initial annotations 

semantic integration
to detect and resolve inconsistencies

to enrich by means of entailment

Methodology: fuzzy DL based reasoning 
crisp TBox to conceptualise the domain semantics
fuzzy ABox to capture the uncertainty of initial annotations



Specifications

Analysis extracted annotations translate to input assertions
descriptions at object / scene level
different implementations (black box)

Annotation degrees express distance from learned feature 
models

concepts as fuzzy sets
membership value

Ranked list of semantically consistent interpretations



General Framework



Reasoning Task I

Scene level interpretation 
involves both asserted and inferred assertions of scene 
level concepts
computes scene level concept hierarchy

Procedure
a. remove disjointness axioms 
b. starting from the leaf concepts, maintain between conflicting 

assertions the one with highest degree
c. propagates degrees according to fuzzy subsumption 

semantics to the next level
d. repeat step b check, if current prevalent assertions contradict 

the previous level (i.e. have higher plausibility) remove and 
update accordingly the previous level

e. ends when reaching the top level concepts



Scene level 
interpretation 
demonstration



Reasoning Task II

Consistency handling
performs over the initial set of annotations

Procedure
restore disjointness axioms semantics
remove all explicit assertions conflicting T1 interpretation

object & scene level
removes all inferred (if anymore) assertions conflicting T1 
interpretation

first object level (order matters in this case)
second scene level

removal of inferred assertions, i.e.  assertions referring to 
complex concepts is performed w.r.t. to the semantics of the 
operands involved in the axioms they participate 
in case of more than one consistent (final) interpretations apply 
economy criteria 

number of assertions removed of assertions
average plausibility of removed assertions 



T1 step

Consistency handling 
demonstration

Disjoint axioms
restored

directly
disjoint

inferred
disjoint



Tasks I & II from a more formal 
perspective (1)

Semantic integration of knowledge bases
integrated axioms & assertions may introduce 
conflicts
removal of axioms / assertions to reach satisfiable
knowledge base

Various approaches
stratified ontology
enhanced tableaux-based expansion tracking the 
axioms involved in an inconsistency
removal of whole axioms vs parts of axioms
…



Tasks I & II from a more formal 
perspective (2)

Traits
only assertions can be removed

axioms capture commonsense knowledge

consistency at scene level precedes object level consistency
first level: scene assertions
second level: object assertions

fuzzy assertions, i.e. “prioritised” facts

Implementation
extends reverse tableaux-based methodologies with fuzzy 
information consideration
introduces a “stratified” perspective



Reasoning Task III

Enrichment
performs on the set of assertions 
maintained after step T2

Procedure
standard fuzzy DLs entailment



T1 step

Enrichment 
demonstration

Disjoint axioms
restored

directly
disjoint

inferred
disjoint

T2 step



Experimental Results

Domain of outdoor images (~360 images)
developed TBox

Use of fuzzyDL(*) as inference engine for core 
fuzzy DLs reasoning services

Evaluation
experiment I: loose semantic connection between 
scene and object concepts supported by analysis
experiment II: stronger semantic interrelations

(*) http://faure.isti.cnr.it/~straccia/software/fuzzyDL/fuzzyDL.html



Outdoor images TBox extract



Experiment I – Scene level concepts

Analysis extracted descriptions are ‘semantically treated’, 
i.e. detection of Beach is considered as positive detection of 
Outdoor also. Not much impact because of low semantic association
between object level and scene level concepts.



Experiment I – Object level 
concepts

Concepts semantically related to scene level concepts are affected the most, e.g. the Sand 
concept. In general, precision is improved due to the utilisation of disjoint semantics.



Experiment II – Scene level 
concepts

Higher impact as the analysis supported concepts are characterised
are more strongly related to each other.



Experiment II – Object level concepts

Again, higher impact as the 
analysis supported concepts bear 
stronger semantic relatedness.

Interesting to note the lower 
performance for Boat, which is due 
to analysis mistaken degrees 
estimation of the scene level 
concepts



Some Observations

The application of reasoning in general maintains or 
enhances performance w.r.t. analysis

Diversity in classifiers performance
e.g. cliff detector is more effective than the rockyside one

trade-off: “classifier-customised” TBox vs generic applicable 
“commonsense” Tbox (Rockyside contains.Cliff instead of 

contains.Cliff Rockyside)

Discrepancies in initial confidence degrees
e.g. false high positives for rockyside scenes over coastal 
ones: may lead to unnecessary object assertions (e.g. the 
Boat concept)

hard to overcome without additional knowledge



Conclusions

The proposed Fuzzy DLs reasoning enables
formal handling of annotations uncertainty semantics
utilisation of domain semantics
consistent interpretations / descriptions

The use of explicit semantics is integral in 
multimedia semantics extractions; yet not 
the only necessary component

Largely misestimated degrees can mislead 
the interpretation



Future Directions

Investigation of additional knowledge
probabilistic information in the form of co-occurrence 
patterns
spatial relations among object level concepts (aligning 
different segmentation masks)

Investigation of intermediate representation level 
link domain definitions with qualitative visual features

inconsistent  at domain level interpretations are not simply 
rejected

Experimentation with descriptions coming from 
other than image analysis sources

text, tags (expressed in ontological terms)
provenance-based weights



Thank you for your attention!

Questions?



DLs in brief

Family of knowledge representation languages characterised by 
formal semantics and sound & complete inference 
algorithms

Terminological Box (TBox): vocabulary (concepts & roles) 
and interrelations describing the application domain

equivalence
subsumption
complex descriptions inductively build with constructors

Assertional ABox (ABox): facts describing a specific state of 
the application domain 

concept assertions
role assertions



DLs in brief (cont’d)

Semantics
Interpretation I consists of a non-empty set 
Interpretation function maps each C to            , each role to

and each individual to an object    

Inference services for TBoxes
Satisfiability (is           , e.g.                             : unsatisfiable)
Subsumption (is                                                            )
Equivalence (if             )
Disjointness

Inference services for ABoxes
Consistency
Entailment (instance checking)
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